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AN INEQUALITY FOR FINITE SUMS IN Rm 
I V A N N E T U K A , J I Ř Í VESELÝ, P r a h a 
( R e c e i v e d J u n e 15, 1976) 
In Rudin's book [9] the following inequality is proved: If zl9..., zn are complex, 
then there is a subset I of {1,..., n} such that 
IZ-,|a(4).f.W. 
JeJ j = l 
Various modifications and generalizations can be found in literature (for references, 
see below). In this note we establish an inequality of this type for finite sets of points 
injRm. 
For x9 ye R
m(m > 1) we denote by x . y the scalar product of x and y; we write 
x = (x1,..., xm)9 \x\ = (x . x)
lf2 and for a finite set P = {pl9..., pn} c IT
1, 
Z-'-ZJ'.. ZM-ZW-
i = l i=-l 
Given (5 e <0,1> and a unit vector u e Rm9 we shall denote by T(u, 8) the cone 
{x e Rm; x . u ^ <5|x|}. Finally, put 
v ' 2VWr((m + i)/2) 
In this note we shall prove the following 
Theorem. For any finite set P a Rm with £ |P | > 0 there is a unit vector u such 
that 
(1) \TlP"T(u,8y}\>C(m,5)Z\P\. 
The number C(m9 8) cannot be replaced by any larger one. 
Remark. The Gauss-Green theorem is used to evaluate C(m9 8). An application 
of the Krein-Milman theorem shows that C(m, 8) is the best such constant. 
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The theorem represents a generalization of analogous inequalities established 
in [4], p. 85 and 113, [3], [8], p. 330-332 and [6]. The constant C(m9 0) appears 
in [7] where some'deeper results concerning measures are obtained. 
In what follows, x stands for the surface measure in Rm (i.e. x is the (m — 1)-
dimensional Hausdorff measure), S = {x e Rm; \x\ = 1} and S(u9 8) = S n T(u9 8). 
We put a = x(S) and a = a~xx. Note that a = 27tm/2/F(m/2). 
Lemma. If 8e <0,1) and ue S, */tew 
I x ; d<r(x) = C(m, <5) uJ, j = 1,..., m . 
JS(M) 
Proof. Fi* u G S, 5 e <0,1), 1 ^ j ^ m and put V = {x e Rm; x . u > <5, |x| < 1}. 
Then Vhas a piecewise smooth boundary 5 V and the set B = 3V— S(u9 8) is iso-
metric with an (m - l)-ball with radius (1 - <52)1/2. Consequently, x(B) = 7t(m~1)/2 . 
. (1 - <52)(m~1)/2/r((m + l)/2). Let n(x) denote the exterior normal to Vat xe 3V, 
if it exists; otherwise let n(x) = 0. Note that n(x) = x for x 6 S(u9 8) with x . u > <5, 
while n(x) = — u for x e B. Consider now a constant vector function w with vvJ = 1, 
w* = 0 for k 4= j . Applying the Gauss-Green theorem, we obtain 
0 = divw(x)dx = nJ'(x)dt(x) 
JV JdV 
so that 
J xJ dex(x) = a~xuJ x(B) = C(m9 8)u
J. 
JS(u,d) 
Proof of the theorem. Let P = {pl9..., pn} c R
m. We may suppose pj 4= 0 for 
all j . Define qs = Py/|py| and 
g(u) = \Y[PnT(u,5)-]\ 
for all u € S. There is only a finite number of u e S which are positive multiples 
of some vectors ]~Q with a nonemtpy Q c P. For all other u e S we have 
|£[P n T(u9 <5)]| > (£[P n T(u9 8)]) . u. Consequently, for such points u, 
#(") > E bd («* •") Xi(u) 
i-=l 
where Xi stands for the characteristic function of the set S(qi9 8). Integrating g 
over S with respect to a9 we obtain by the lemma 
[g(u)dc(u)>i\pl\(fdqi[ u>d<r(u))=C(m,S)Z\P\. 
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Since a(S) = 1, it follows that there i s a w e S with g(u) > C(m, 8) £|P|. (This part 
of the proof is a slight modification of the reasoning used in [3].) 
Suppose now that (1) holds with a number c instead of C(m, 8) whenever P c R M 
is a finite set with ]T|P| > 0. We are going to prove that c g C(m, 5). 
Denote by M the convex set of all probability measures on S and by D the set of 
(finite) convex combinations of Dirac measures concentrated on S. Observe that 
a e Ji and note that \i is an extreme point of Jt if and only if /x coincides with the 
Dirac measure ex for an x e S (see [2], p. 21). Suppose now that / ieD,/ t = ^ cfiXt 
n i-=l 
where c ^ O , £ ct = 1 and xt e S. Putting pt = ĉXf and P = {pi9..., p„}, we have 
^ P ^ l a n d ' " 1 
Í -
JS(M) 
* Mx) = П p n г ( u > ð ) ] » u є s • 
Thus we can find to any /* e D SL vector ue S such that 
x dju(x) II ' 
\JS(u,ó) 
> C 
By the Krein-Milman theorem (cf. [2], p. 22; see also [5], Vol. II, p. 112) there are 
measures fike D converging vaguely to a. (This means that 
/d,%-» ïfdcт 
for every function f continuous on S.) We know that there exist vectors uk € S 
such that 
IÍ x dџk(x) S(uk,ð) > c. 
We may suppose uk -» u0 by passing, if necessary, to a suitably chosen subsequence. 
If we find that 
(2) I x dџk(x) -* I x dø-(x), k -* oo , 
JS(uk,ð) JS(uo,ð) 
the proof will be completed, because we have then by the lemma 
C(m, Ő) = Í ' 
JS(u0,ð) 
x da(x) ;> c. 
But (2) follows from the following lemma forf(x) = xj9 j = 1,..., m. 
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Lemma. Let 8 e <0,1), uke S and lim uk = u0. Let \ik be positive Borel measures 
on S converging vaguely to a. Then 
fd/ifc-+ fda 
Js(uk,ó) Js(tt0,ó) 
whenewer f is a continuous function on S. 
Proof. Recall that 
J h djuk -* I h do-
provided h is'a function continuous a-a.e. on S (see e.g. [1], p. 196). Clearly 
I f fdixk - f fda\ g 
\Js(uk,5) Js(uQ,d) I 
^ I f fdfik - f / d J + I f fdnk - f fda 
\Js(uk,d) Js(uo,d) I \Js(u0,») Js(u0,d) 
and the product of the function / and the characteristic function of S(u0, 5) is 
a function continuous a-a.e. on S. 
Consequently, the second term tends to 0 for k -• oo and it is sufficient to prove 
lim fik(Tk) = 0 
*-+oo 
where Tk denotes the symmetric difference of the sets S(uk, 8) and S(u0, 5). For 
tj > 0 put 
Qn = {xeS; 5-rf<x.u0<8 + fi} 
and observe that Tk c Q,, for all k large enough. Moreover, o(Qn) -» 0 for r\ -* 0 + . 
Fix 8 > 0 and choose if > 0 such that ^(g.,) < e. The characteristic function of Qn 
is continuous er-a.e. on S and so we have iik(Qn) < e for all fe sufficiently large. We 
see that there is a positive integer fc0 such that both conditions Tk c Qn and pk(Qn) <
 e 
are satisfied provided fc g: fc0. For those k we have 
/ifc(Tfc) ^ Me, ) < « 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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